
Paving the Way Post

NEWSFLASH
Thanks to our reporters at Stanley Park
Junior School  we are able to bring you

some helpful advice

Are you worried about what is going on in
the news at the moment between Russia

and Ukraine?

What is your understanding of
what is happening?

That Ukraine is
getting bombed by

Russia.

There is a warbetween Russia andUkraine

Poland are letting
lots of families into
their country and
even letting them

bring their pets

Lots of people are donating to

Ukraine.

The big playground fight
 

The big bad bully (Russian leaders)  
wants to take over the new kids

playground (Ukraine) but we (England)
cant fight the big bully as we did a

special pinkie promise ( NATO ) but if
the big bad bully tries to take our part
of the playground (England) then we

can fight for the new kid 
By the y6 teachers and us.  



What are you
worrying about?

If Russia invaded the

UK

WILL WE GO TO WAR WITH RUSSIA?

Will our army get
involved?

What happens if all
the bunkers get full

up?

I am worrying about the
children who are

suffering in Ukraine 



What can you do
to help with

worries?

we could set up a group for people who have worries or strong feelings 
about what is happening in Ukraine, so that they have people to talk to and know

that 
they are not alone or the only ones with those feelings

sometimes you need to talk

about your feelings. Like a bottle

of fizzy drink, when you shake up  

all your feelings, it explodes. You

won't explode but you might feel

mad or upset or feel unlike

yourself! 

sometimes humour can help with worries!



What can you
do to help with

worries?

Check in with people who are from
Ukraine, they may have friends and

family in Ukraine that they are worried
about 

 watch something funny onYoutube!



How many people do you know
from different countries?

Just because a different country has done something bad it doesn't mean
that everyone from that country is bad

there are two people in my class
who come from a different country

which is close to Ukraine



What could you do in your school
to help?

Have a cake sale, the cakes could be decorated in
blue and yellow. We can raise money for the

Ukrainian hospitals 

If we come to school in
blue and yellow (if we

want to) we can bring in £1
as a  donation to go

towards the Ukrainian
people



How can you support people?

Get a penpal from Ukraine

Talk to them

Make time
capsules for

future advice
Ask people if

they are ok and
talk to them

We need to be kind to each other 


